[Image perception and interpretation in senology. The relationship between the clinical picture, radiological sign and histology].
Once more, the authors are confronted with the difficult interpretation of senological images. When reviewing the radiologic features of a series including the symptomatic, the asymptomatic and the male breasts, the goal is to relate the patterns to clinical and histologic findings in order to improve the perception of the radiologist himself in transferring and integrating the information. The final conclusions, after reviewing the images, are: a) for the correct interpretation of senological images, the sign must be correlated with clinical findings and with data from other modalities; b) the radiologist's attitude must be always investigative and never exhaustive, due to the variability of all factors, which sometimes make a judgement of "radiological tranquility" in the breast impossible; c) the radiologist must, nowadays, improve his perception of senological images, thus becoming the one who knows how to correlate clinics to the images. By increasing his perception, his interpretation capabilities will certainly increase too.